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3723 Plaza Drive
734.761.7255

734.929.0500 • 3723 Plaza Drive 

Check out the full schedule  
and register for classes at

www.bakewithzing.com

Creamery Tour  

Every Sunday • 2pm
 Reservations are encouraged.  

$5/person

 
 For reservations to all events stop by or call 

734.663.FOOD

2501 Jackson Rd. 
www.zingermansroadhouse.com

422 Detroit Street, Ann Arbor MI 48104
Deli: 734.663.DELI, Next Door Café: 734.663.JAVA 

HAnds-oN baking clASseS

Upcoming Classes

Pick Me Up! 
Tiramisu
Wed, Aug 5 • 5:30pm-9:30pm

Fri, Sept 25  • 1:00pm-5:00pm

Wed, Jan 6 • 5:30pm-9:30pm

$125

In this class we’ll be making and 
assembling a world-class tiramisu 
from scratch! Make your own 
ladyfingers, learn how to make 
mascarpone cheese at home, and 
see how magically each flavor 
blends together to make one of 
our favorite Italian sweets. You’ll 
find you can make a tiramisu 
that’s more creamy, rich, and 
light than any restaurant serves!

You'll leave BAKE! with several 
tested recipes, the knowledge to 
recreate them at home and a com-
plete tiramisu to enjoy at home. 

"ZingErman's Guide to BetTer 
Bacon" BoOk dinner with  
SaM edwards! 
Fundraiser for the Southern Foodways Alliance
Tuesday, July 28 • 7pm • $75

Join Ari and celebrated bacon-maker Sam Edwards (up here 
from Surry, VA and recently lauded in the New York Times) 

to celebrate the release of Ari's 
new book. A family-style feast 
built around the best bacons we  
can find!

Cornman Farms 
Harvest Dinner #1
SumMer'S First Fruits 
Tuesday, July 21• 7pm • $45

This dinner celebrates the earliest harvest in-
cluding first-of-the-season tomatoes, cucum-
bers, beets, spring carrots, new potatoes and 
even turnips. The eagerly-anticipated tomato 
bar makes it's annual appearance.

Cornman Farms 
Harvest Dinner #2 
HeirLoOm Tomatoes
Tuesday, Aug 25 • 7pm • $45

This is the annual dinner that draws tomato lov-
ers from all over. Our heirloom toms are at their 
fullest flavor and they star in this annual event.
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2009  
Farmer's Market 

Schedule

Fresh ChEeSE
Straight from  

the Cheesemaker!
Ann Arbor Farmer’s Market 

Kerrytown • Wed. and Sat. • 7am-3pm 

Ypsilanti Downtown  
Farmer’s Market 

Corner of Michigan Ave. and Hamilton 
 Tue. 2-7pm

Westside Farmer’s Market 
Roadhouse Parking Lot, 2501 Jackson Rd. 

Thu. 3-7pm

Stop by  the Creamery 
Cheese Shop

3723 Plaza Drive in Ann Arbor or 
check us out at  

www.zingermanscreamery.com

"Zingerman's Guide to  
Better Bacon" Book  
Release Tasting with Ari
Wednesday, July 1st 
 $30 adv/$35 door
Taste the difference better bacon 
makes and celebrate the release 
of Ari's new book! 
Details on page 4.

The United States of Sweets
Wednesday, July 8th • $30 advance/$35 door 
We have a long tradition of great candy making 

(and eating!) in the United States. In 
celebration of our American sweet 

tooth, we’re going to taste eight 
great sweets from eight great 

states—including our own! Our 
tasting road-trip will include 
small-batch chocolate bars, 
creamy caramels, juicy pâte de 
fruit and decadent bonbons.     

American Cheese
Thursday, July 9th  •  $20 adv/$25 door

Don’t expect pre-sliced, 
square, flavorless cheese. 
The U. S. has been experi-
encing an artisanal cheese 

renaissance and boasts 

cheesemakers that can 

stand toe to toe with the 

best in the world. If you 

haven't tried their cheeses 

yet, here's your chance for a guided tour!

Al Dente Pasta Tasting
Wednesday, July 22nd • $20 adv/$25 door
Local foods are on the tip of everyone’s tongues 
these days, and we’re proud to have local pasta-

maker extraordinaire Monique De-
schane of Al Dente here for an eve-

ning of all things pasta.  Come join 
us to celebrate their 25 years of 
craftsmanship, learn about how 
it all started, and taste some de-
licious pasta recipes that have 
come out of our collaboration 
with them. 

Pie!
Thursday, July 23rd  
$20 adv/$25 door

Pie! So simple, so symbolic, 

so  . . . summery. Zinger-

man’s Bakehouse makes 

some of the best pies in the land—good enough 

to build a picnic around! Tart Cherry, sweet Blue-

berry, fluffy Coconut Cream, zesty Key Lime and 

syrupy Peach. We’ll taste them all and learn about 

the history of this—the least pretentious, most 

delicious dessert in the American recipe book.

Italian Pantry
Wednesday, August 12th  • $20 adv/$25 door
We'll introduce to the foods you'd find in a typi-
cal Italian pantry. Buttery oils, sauces, pasta, 
jarred vegetables and tuna. And, of course, i 
dolci! Fruit jellies from Cuneo; Amaretti cookies 

from Mombaruzzo; Gianduja 
Cream from Turin.

Italian Cheese
Wednesday, August 26th •  
$20 adv/$25 door
The world wouldn’t be the 

same without Italian cheese! Deli retail man-
ager Tom N. will take you on a trip around Italy, 
sample some hidden gems, and offer insights 
on some big names in Italian cheese. You won’t 
want to miss this one. 

Steep: A Tea  
Tasting Tradition
Every other Tuesday • 7pm
July 7, July 21
August 4, August 18 
$10 advance/$15 door  
Maximum of 8 people per tasting

Please call 734.663.3400 to save a seat at these events

ZingFeast:  
Taste of Tantré

Thursday, August 20,  7-9 PM • $35 adv/$40 door

For five years (going on six!) we’ve marked this 
bountiful season at the Deli with a feast of fa-
vorite foods from our organic farmer-friends 
at Tantré Farm. This Deli tradition is always an 
early sell-out—and for good reason! The vibe 
will be good, the food will be at-its-peak fresh 
and delicious, and you’ll have a chance to hob-
knob with some the most passionate organic 
farmers on the planet. This is one of our favor-
ite nights of the summer. Don't wait to sign up!   

Saturday and Sunday  
August 15th and 16th, 11am to 3pm
Every August the Big Flag goes up and the 
Deli patio is transformed into Christopher 

Street for our annual Italian Street Food Fest: 
Piazza Zingermanza!  We keep it simple—

enjoy our Parmigiano Reggiano cutting and 
fresh mozzarella making demonstrations, 

shoot the breeze, chow down on great hams, 
cheese and oils, and polish it off with an 

affogato or cup of Creamery Gelato. 

Deli TasTIngs
Upstairs at the Next Door Coffee Shop  

7-9pm (unless otherwise noted)
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Italian 
Street Fair 
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 or How I Spent My Summer Vacation
Special dispatch from Cornman farmer Mark Baerwolf

Heirloom Tomatoes - Yeah, any gardener 
worth his muck boots is gonna grow some 

special tomatoes, and there are hundreds 
of varieties to choose from—all with spe-
cial stories about where they were first 
grown and how far back in time they go. 
Cornman Farms is growing about 20 vari-

etals this year, a little less than we've tried in previous years. But after 
working with Alex over the last couple years this list is a compilation of 
all our favorites with one or two experimentals thrown in for good mea-
sure. They include two Brandywine varietals, Cherokee Purple, Mortgage 
Lifters, Striped Germans, Valencia, Amish Paste Jersey Devil, Aunt Ruby's 
German Green, Green Zebra, Black Cherry & German Strawberry. We've 
liked the flavor of these in the past growing seasons and how they grew 
here in Southeast Michigan, but the really cool thing is that out of the 
4300 tomato plants we have in the ground, about 3000 are from seed we 
saved last year. One heirloom I'm trying out for the first time is called 
Kellogg's Breakfast, a yellow and red bi-color tom which was first grown 
in Michigan.

NewPotatoes- I like growing the spuds, and Alex likes to start root-
ing around in the rows a little earlier every year to see how big 

they're getting. So we're growing two earlier-maturing new 
potato varieties for the first time this year, Red Gold and 

Irish Cobbler. I tried an Irish Cobbler last year at the 
West Side Farmer's Market and was blown away by the 
flavor. They should be ready to harvest mid-July.

Beets! Beets! Beets! - Every year there seems to 
be a couple big Eureka! moments and last year's involved the best way 
to grow beets. We just really figured out the nuances of growing excep-
tional beets. One obvious lesson was to weed them really well and really 
carefully. This is especially important for beets. Even watering is also 
key. It's important the soil maintains an even moisture level, and also, 
as they grow into the heat of the summer, to mulch with straw to keep 

the soil temps lower than the air temp. Knowing what I know now, this 
year I intend to go beet crazy—7 different varieties and four very special 
heirlooms. There's Detroit Dark Red (which was developed in Sarnia, 
Ontario by the way), Crapaudine, Crosby's Egyptian and Golden Beets. 
I've been waiting to grow the Crosby's Egyptian and 
Crapaudine until I could do them justice and 
2009 is the year. They're both very old vari-
eties, going back to the mid-1800's and 
always valued for their flavor. They 
should be ready to try in early 
June, and I can't wait.

HeirloomKraut Cabbage - Last year I had read that 
artisinal sauerkraut was on Slow Food USA's Ark of 

Taste, and that made me want to try growing some 
heirloom cabbage traditionally used for making kraut 
and play with the process. I remembered my parents 
and grandparents making it in the fall when I was a 
kid, in a big 12 gallon stone crock with a special cab-

bage shredder. So I borrowed that same crock and kraut hoople (at least 
that's what we called it in my family) and made 200 pounds last fall. It 
was really good. So this year we're growing 2 traditional kraut cabbages, 
Winnigstadt and Premium Late Flat Dutch. The first round of kraut should 
be ready in early September and I'm looking forward to Julio's awesome 
Dexter Rueben at that time.

Potimarron Winter Squash - OK, I'm not bet-
ting the farm on this one, but this is a legendary 
old French winter squash. It means something 
like chestnut squash in French because the 
flavor is valued for this unique nutty quality. 
I'm really curious if this will be as good as the 
descriptions I've read. I guess I'll find out come 
October.

Fresh, Flavorful  
LOcal Produce  

Returns tO  
AnN aRbor's WESt side
The Westside Farmer's Market is back for 
another season making it easier than ev-

ery to head home with tasty, locally grown 
food for everyone at your table. 

LocatedinZingerman'sRoadhouse
parkinglot, the market has a terrific 
roster of local vendors from fruits to 

veggies to plants to amazing cheese from 
Zingerman's Creamery. 

Every Thursday • 3-7pm

July 1  

July 8  

July 15  

July 22  

July 29  

Aug 5  

Aug 12  

Aug 19  

Aug 26  

Jamie Sue Seal

Annie & Rod Capps

Tracy Mack

Treetown Swingtette

Flying Latini Brothers

Sara Grogan

Dave Boutette

Bill Bynum

Sari Brown

WEDNESDAYS

SAVE THE DaTEs!
HarvestDinner#2
HeirloomTomatoes
Tuesday, Aug. 25 • 7pm • $45

HarvestDinner#3
Fall'sBounty
Tuesday, Sep. 15 • 7pm • $45

HarvestDinner#4
Preserves
Wednsday, Nov. 11 • 7pm • $45

Hurry!Thesealwaysselloutweeks
aheadoftime.Call734.663.FOOD(3663)

tosaveyourspot.

HarvestDinner#1:
Summer'sFirstFruits
Tuesday, July 21 • 7pm • $45
This dinner celebrates the earliest harvest includ-
ing first-of-the-season tomatoes, cucumbers, beets, 
spring carrots, new potatoes and even turnips. The 
eagerly-anticipated tomato bar makes it's annual ap-
pearance and some of the other highlights include:

• Roasted Detroit Dark Beets with Maytag Blue Cheese

• Green Tomato Lasagna with Farro Noodles

• Low Country Risotto with Heirloom Tomato Jus 

• Gelato Sundae Bar with Local Peaches, Blueberries,  
   Strawberries, Bourbon Caramel, Scharffenberger  
   Chocolate Fudge Sauce and Cream

My inspiration for developing Cornman Farms came on a sum-
mer night a few years ago when I served up some potatoes that 
I'd grown in my back yard to a few guests at the Roadhouse 
and saw the pleasure they took in eating them. It gave me 
goosebumps. We've been growing more and more every year 
(we're up to 6 acres at the farm) and that plate of potatoes 
soon became our annual Harvest dinner. Now, with so much 
great food that we're growing just down the road from the 
restaurant (the farm is in Dexter, 8 miles from the Roadhouse), 
we've turned one annual dinner into four. We open the patio 
up and serve it buffet style and it has really become a special 
community gathering of fresh produce and breaking bread 
with the folks who grow it.

CelebratetheSummerwith
CornmanFarms
HarvestDinners!
Our Most Popular  
Annual Event. . .times four!

You can ask me for 5 things I'm most excited about this growing season out at Cornman Farms and my immediate reaction would be a totally boring 
garden geek answer that I'm psyched about EVERYTHING! I love the seasonality of harvesting the first radishes in April and picking the first heirloom 

beans come July all the way through digging up carrots and parsnips when the snow's flying in December. But here are several highlights I'm truly 
anticipating with great relish...
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The road to Watsonville, California weaves up the hill, past the Mount Madonna Inn, and 
for a short time you have a view across the entire coastal plain. It’s too foggy to see far, 
but at some point the earth just stops and that means there’s the ocean, today the same 
color as the sky. There are some tall buildings far away. Monterey, the canning town where 
Steinbeck set Cannery Row. In between, Watsonville is low and flat and wet. Arched peel-
back canvas greenhouses with thick, pruned raspberry bush stalks. Tarped strawberry 
fields. There are only a few coastal plains on the west coast of the United States and their 
fecundity is renowned. Renting dirt here costs double what you pay in the dusty valley on 
the other side of the mountain. Everything is agriculture, and all the crops are intensive, 
expensive. The land is carefully sliced and wired with fence from the rim of the mountain 
to the edge of the sea.

We leave the peak and dip down toward the plain. Robert Lambert is driving his 
Toyota pickup to Gene Lester’s farm. It sits on a knoll on the west side of Mount 
Madonna, overlooking Watsonville. Right now it’s above us or to the side 
of us, I don’t know. It’s not in our line of sight, that’s for sure, 
since we can only see about twenty feet down the lane before the 
road curves again. We’re on an unnamed rollercoaster cow path, one of 
those black veins that exist on the side of mountains when you come up 
close, but are invisible when viewed from a distance. 

Robert is telling me about Los Angeles in 1972. He was a young artist 
and singer, just arrived from Milwaukee. He was sharing correspon-
dence art with musicians and artists around the world. He got a call 
from David Bowie who asked him to listen to his cuts for Aladdin Sane. 
He wore platform boots and mascara and got his photo in People and 
Newsweek and Interview. His name was at the door at the Whiskey. “I 
found it was easy to be famous if you were a little outrageous.” Today 
we’re dressed in jeans and boots to pick rare citrus fruits for the 
marmalades he jars under his own name. He’s still got bright, excit-
ed eyes and a head of curly hair. He acts and walks much younger 
than his sixty years. The distance between those two points of 
his life—glam and garden—seem vast, yet totally understandable. 
Spend time in food and you come across a variation of the story all 
the time. I keep meaning to add up all the people I know who’ve been 
in a band, produced a band, ran a rock club, and have made or sold 
food. The cheese industry seems especially rife with DJ’s. At my business 
right now there are members of two different rock bands, each with neon-dyed hair. His 
green, hers pink. My friend Monique who started Al Dente pasta, ran the Blind Pig in Ann 
Arbor and booked Iggy Pop. I hear Alice Cooper has a catering business in Phoenix.

Gene Lesteris a retired IBM executive who collects rare citrus trees. Seven hundred of them 
circle his house and barn. It’s not impressive at first. You hear that number and expect a 
monumental grove. At least I did. Most are small, barely taller than a man. They’re planted 

in a sea of wood chips so you smell pine, not citrus. Gene is stout, quiet, slow-moving from 
a ladder accident he suffered last year when he broke both his legs. He knows his trees inti-
mately. Which one is suffering, which one is doing well, which ones have their best fruit now, 
which are still waiting. It’s January, late middle of the citrus season. Yuzu and kaffir limes 
have already peaked. Their skins are now “ricey,” the farmers’ word for when the rind pulls 
away from the shriveling fruit and feels puffy. Mandarins and moro (blood) oranges are still 
on the horizon. Grapefruits, Meyer lemons and rangpur limes are ready now. 

We walk around the grove and eat. The experience is extraordinary. It’s misting. Gene talks 
about the tree’s health while Robert plucks off a fruit, usually stooping because the tree is 
short. Each is a different color, size and shape. There are dark green finger limes as tiny as a 
toe. Giant sun-yellow celebes pepada, as big as a bowling ball. Gnarled Buddha’s Hand, whose 
tendrils look like a Thai dancer’s hands with outsized finger nails. Robert lines up his fingers 
into an open fist and scratches the peel with his nails. He smells and passes it to me. The 

aromas are outrageous. There are sunny bright citrus notes, of course, but much 
more. Dark smells, that I wasn’t expecting like clove, nutmeg, cedar, leather, 

bay, white pepper. They are not tiring or cloying. 

Robert slices into the fruit with a long, thin serrated pocket knife, common 
among citrus farmers. If it’s a small fruit, he hands me half. If it’s big, just 
a wedge. Gene only tastes a few, from trees he especially likes. I sniff 
the flesh of the fruit—usually not a strong smell—and, on faith, plunge 
the piece into my mouth, not knowing what to expect. Some fruits are 

gentle, like the Fairchild mandarin which is as sweet and luscious as any 
fruit I’ve had, a texture more like a raspberry than an orange. But many 

are a shock to the system, the kind of experience you get when you 
guzzle orange soda thinking it’s orange juice. Sour flavors that make 

my cheeks convulse. Spicy ones, like chutney. Some finish like petrol, 
some like honey. I finish the fruit, throw the peel on the ground, go 

to the next tree. 

Gene collected his fruit trees with the help of the University of 
California Riverside, whose test station has over one thousand 

rare citrus plants, some of which are the only specimen in the 
United States. He’s in his late 70’s and expresses a hope their 
exposure will inspire more people to take grafts and grow them. 

As happens often in the world of agriculture, the varieties grown 
in California have consolidated. Many were lost when Silicon Valley—

formerly known as the Valley Of Heart’s Delight—was bulldozed for development. Gene's 
thirty-acre farm is private. Besides Robert, only one other person farms it, David Kinch, the 
chef-owner of Manresa, a restaurant in Los Gatos that’s earned two Michelin stars for its 
emphasis on biodynamic vegetables and, of course, citrus. Gene doesn’t charge either of 
them for the fruit. Robert brings him bottles of syrup and marmalade. I spot them on Gene’s 
kitchen table, some open. 

Gene is one of three farms where Robert sources citrus. 
The others are Rosa Desantis in Fresno, whose fruit you can 
buy at the Ferry Plaza farmers market in San Francisco, and 
Mike and Helena Vogel who run Menlo nursery in Gilroy. 
We’d stopped at the Vogels beforehand. I spent two hours 
under the rangpur tree with a pair of scissors, severing 
the red-orange fruit just above the stem so the peel didn’t 
break open, which can introduce mold. That endeavor net-
ted just under seventy pounds, two big citrus boxes worth. 
When I looked back at the tree it was like I hadn’t picked a 
thing. It was still loaded with fruit. Rangpur limes—actually 
a type of sour mandarin—are prized for their peel. Scratch 
it and it smells like spice and smoke. Robert makes it into 
a syrup and candies the peel for fruit cake. He also uses it 
in his five lime marmalade, a concoction whose recipe is 
always changing depending on which limes are in season. 
The five marmalades he makes are universally excellent 
and intensely flavored since they’re cooked in fruit juices, 
not water. 

-   In a glass combine soda water, vinegar, and syrup. Add ice, 
         cover glass  and shake gently to chill ingredients.
-   Take a highball glass and rub the rim with a wedge of lemon.  
         Now gently roll the rim of the glass in sugar to coat.
-   Pour the soda water mixture in the highball glass, 
        being careful to strain the ice.
-   Add a few raspberry ice cubes and a slice of lemon 
        to the glass for garnish.
-   Serve and enjoy!

SODA WATER
ACETORIUM FIG VINEGAR
MEYER LEMON SYRUP
LEMON SLICES –GARNISH
RASPBERRY ICE CUBES- GARNISH

8-10 OZ
1 OZ
1 OZ

meyEr leMon
& fig dROp

zinGerman’s deli recipes • zinGerman’s deli recipes •
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ForbiddingFruitThe Incredible Citrus of California's Robert Lambert

Zingerman's Mail Order  
Founder &  Managing Partner

Looking for a Great Gift to Send That 
Special Someone?

Lambert's by Mail!
Logontozingermans.comorcall888.636.8162

Rangpur Lime Syrup
This could be the Holy Grail of secret ingredients.

Rangpur limes look more like mandarins than the little 
green citrus fruit we know, but their flavor is like a 
smoky lime. This syrup pours easily—like honey—and 
doesn’t leave sugar crystals as it dissolves in iced or hot 
drinks, making it excellent for cocktails. It’s become a 
stealth ingredient in my mojitos and margaritas. A rang-
pur lime syrup gin and tonic, anyone?

Not into gin? Add it to yogurt. Drizzle over grilled fish. 
Drop a splash in a vinaigrette. I could keep going. This 
one is fun and easy!

Yuzu Syrup
Most of us wouldn’t want to bother with yuzu. They’re 
a knobby and unattractive fruit, mostly pith, pulp and 
seeds. The part we’re usually after—the juice—is in low 
supply. Squeeze and you might get a couple spoons 
worth.

Robert Lambert isn’t after the juice, though. He wants 
the peel, which is full of wild, wonderful aromas. He 
picks the fruit himself, then cooks it into a simple fruit 
syrup with a bit of Meyer Lemon juice. The flavor is a 
well balanced triumvirate of bitter, sour and sweet with 
a captivating, slightly spicy aroma.

Robert recommends it on fruit salads or grilled fish. You 
can use with reckless abandon in place of citrus when 
baking, in fruit punches and summer cocktails. Vodka 
and yuzu, it has a nice ring to it, don’t you think?

And If You're 
Stopping by 
Zingerman's Deli...
You can sample Rangpur Lime Syrup and  
more including:

GrapefruitMarmalade: a handcut blend of white 
grapefruits with mandalo, poorman, shekwasha and saca-
ton citrumelo varieties. Bright and sweet at the start with 
a classic bitter grapefruit finish that beautifully lingers on 
your tongue. 

Mandarin Marmalade: a handcut blend of daisy, 
darcy, sampson, rangpur lime and clementine mandarin 
oranges. A complex flavor blend that is masterfully bal-
anced with a delicately tart finish. 

Meyer LemonSyrup: Thick and citrusy, with hints 
of orange in the front and a full finish of zesty lemon. Use 
in sparkling water or champagne, in yogurt, as a glaze for 
fish or in cocktails. 

WhiteGinger: And we thought ginger couldn’t get any 
better....this syrup explodes with full ginger flavor & bright 
warm spices. Great with Gelato, desserts, as a glaze for 
meats or a cocktail mixer.  

WhiteFruitCake: A decadent blend of dried fruits, 
nuts and citrus peels—wonderfully complex with hints of 
cognac. This is fruitcake on a whole new level.

Summer Drink 
Recipes

Come by the  
Deli for more!

Deli Retail
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I know it sounds a little strange at first. But seriously, I’ve come 
to believe ever more ardently that bacon is to North American 
cooking and culture very much what olive oil is to the people 
of the Mediterranean. Dismiss the idea as oddball theory if you 
want; I know I did, the first time it came to my mind. But the 
more I think about it, the more the idea makes sense. Yeah, I 
know the analogy’s probably not perfect. For openers, any 
food history fan can tell you that, while olive oil’s been in the 
Mediterranean since time immemorial, hogs only arrived in 
the New World with the conquistadors, about 40 years after 
Columbus. Still, the more I mull it over, the more reading and 
cooking I do, the more people I talk to, the more there seems 
to be something to the comparison.

The validity of the idea was confirmed for me one night while 
I was making cornmeal mush. In the traditional recipe, the 
mush is served with nothing more than fried pieces of bacon 
and a lot of bacon fat. Does polenta with olive oil sound good? 
Well, then why not cornmeal mush with bacon fat? The former 
sounds Euro-glamorous, the latter like redneck fare, but the 
mush is equally, marvelously delicious. So, yeah, I’m going with 
my theory. Here we go:

1. People really, really love the stuff
When it comes to social and/or culinary change, I can tell you 
from experience: passion counts for a lot. In the Mediterranean, 
olive oil is something most every good cook cares deeply 
about. Unlike coffee in, say, Colombia, olive oil is not an 
imported crop that’s grown mostly for economic gain. People 
in every part of the Mediterranean really love their olive oil, 
and they eat a lot of it. They have strong feelings about it. They 
get excited about using it.

Bacon is about as close as it gets to that same passion in North 
American eating. I can’t think of any other ingredient that 
generates such commotion here. Seriously, you start talking 
bacon to people and they go hog-wild. People who cook, sure, 
but also those who just like to eat: professionals or home 
cooks, older folks and kids, they all love bacon. It gets them 
excited. Their eyes light up. They share recipes. They tell sto-
ries. They believe in bacon. And they consume it in very large 
quantities!

2.  Longstanding, historically  
 sound sustenance
Given their long histories, I was thinking of writing that neither 
olive oil nor bacon was “a flash in the pan.” But the truth is that 
nothing flashes quicker than a bit of fat slopped over the edge 
of a hot sauté pan. In all seriousness, though, while both bacon 
and olive oil may be getting good press these days, neither 
one is a passing fad. Olive oil’s been a part of Mediterranean 

culture for thousands of years. Pigs have only been in North 
America for five hundred, so we’re running a bit behind, but 
bacon has been big here since almost the moment it arrived. 
Every early American cookbook talks about bacon. Author 
William Byrd wrote of North Carolinians in the seventeenth 
century that they ate “pork upon pork and pork again upon 
that.” And most every traveler’s tale mentions bacon as one of 
a dozen key provisions to have on board their boat or wagon.

3.  Cutting across political and  
 ethnic boundaries

The love of olive oil and bacon doesn’t stop at geopolitical 
boundaries. Olive trees have outlasted empires (Greeks, Turks, 
Byzantines and Ottomans). Their fruit and its essence have 
been common to cuisines of peoples that have been enemies 
for ages (Greeks and Turks, Israelis and Palestinians), as well as 
the cookery of regions like Provence that have been dragged 
back and forth among sovereign states (France, Italy and later 
France again).

In studying traditional American cooking it’s increasingly clear 
to me that bacon could be our single most historically impor-
tant ingredient. Like olive oil, which serves as a culinary thread 
(maybe rope would be a better metaphor) binding together 
the varied cuisines of the Mediterranean, bacon is the com-
mon ingredient of nearly every element of regional American 
cooking. Anywhere you go they use it, and typically in profu-
sion. You’ll certainly find it all over the South, but the Union 
Army counted on it heavily during the Civil War, too. Bacon 
has always been big in New England: with clams in chowder, 
with beans for baking, with eggs for breakfast, for sautéing 
scallops and dozens of other old-time dishes. The Pennsylvania 
Dutch use a lot of it in eggs and plenty more in potato salads. 
And Frederick Law Olmstead wrote in 1856 that, “The universal 
food of the people of Texas, both rich and poor, seems to be 
corn-dodgers and fried bacon.” Out West I’ve had bacon with 
fish and in salads and on sandwiches. And of course north of 
the border Canadians have loved their unique form of bacon 
for a long time.

Although, as I’ve mentioned, it wasn’t part of their pre-Colum-
bian cooking tradition, many Native Americans have been 
using bacon for centuries. Bacon with wild rice is definitely 
a staple: the fact that bacon came to be so closely connected 
to—and so often cooked with—the most highly valued and 
esteemed food among the Native American cultures of the 
Upper Midwest speaks volumes to its culinary value. Meg 
Noori, a member of the Ojibway tribe and an expert on their 
language and traditional storytelling ways, told me, “You have 
to have bacon in rice. Of course, if it was just us eating you 
wouldn’t get it. But if company was coming . . .”

Meg tells me that macaroni and bacon is a very popular dish 
among members of her tribe. While the idea may strike you as 
odd, the idea of pasta tossed with bacon fat and bacon pieces 
seems very much akin to a simple Mediterranean meal of pasta 
cooked and tossed with good olive oil. In the latter context, 
take note, too, that Meg suggested adding chunks of ripe 
tomato to the pan at the very end, just before plating.

Michael Witgen, a professor of American culture at Michigan 
and, like Meg, of Ojibway origin, recalls, “My mom cooked with 
bacon fat all the time until I was 16. Those were good days. The 
first time my wife came over I threw down a slab of bacon fat 
and started cooking with it, and she looked at me like I was 
crazy and said, ‘What’s that?’”

Michael, Meg and Phil Deloria (the third member in this trio of 
Native American professors at Michigan) all talked to me about 
cooking eggs in bacon fat, too: first you cook the bacon, then 
heat the eggs in the leftover fat, then you fry some bread in the 
pan. It’s basically a three-course, bacon-centered breakfast.

4. The fat is where the flavor is
The flavor of any cuisine, whether you’re in Spain or the 
American South, is carried through the cooking more by the 
fat than by anything else. I learned long ago that if you want 
to replicate the traditional flavors of any cuisine you always 
start by using the right fat. Just like olive oil is the flavor 
underlying so much Mediterranean food, bacon quietly but 
forcefully buttresses the flavors of food all over this country. 
I can’t even think of how many folks have told me that add-
ing a bit of bacon fat to whatever they’re cooking makes all 
the difference. John T. Edge, writer, culinary historian and 
cultural commentator par excellence, who grew up in Georgia, 
told me that his mother always kept a Dundee jam jar of the 
stuff next to the stove. “She started every dish with a glug of 
bacon fat,” he said. Down in Atlanta, award-winning chef Scott 

When the Southern Foodways Alliance—my favorite food-based educational nonprofit by a mile—
sponsored a field trip to Louisville a few years ago, they called it “Camp Bacon.” I really wanted to be 
there, but I just couldn’t swing the schedule stuff to make it happen. But while I didn’t get to Kentucky 
to take part in the bacon festivities, the name “Camp Bacon” has stuck in my head ever since. There’s 
just something about the idea of Camp Bacon that conjures up great images. Bacon on the bonfire—
chunks of it speared on pointed wooden sticks, held over an open fire until the outside edges are 
dark and crispy, then letting the fat drip onto bread or vegetables. Blue jeans and black hooded Camp 
Bacon sweatshirts with shredded cuffs, smelling like sweetly smoked pork belly. Bacon competitions— 
not eating contests, which strike me as needless excess—but maybe classes in bacon cooking and  
slicing, bacon-sack races, bacon-sack puppet shows, bacon ’n’ marshmallow s’mores, songs like Andre 
Williams’ “Bacon Fat” in guitar-strumming sing-a-longs, bacon-making merit badges…

"Zingerman’s Guide  
to Better Bacon" Book  

Debut Tasting 
Wed., July 1 • 7pm • $30 adv/$35 door  

at Zingerman's Delicatessen
 

July 1 marks the official debut of the new Zingerman’s 
Guide to Better Bacon.  The book was written by co-
founder Ari Weinzweig, designed and published right 
here at Zingerman’s, and printed locally at Sheridan 
Printers. This special debut tasting features ten dif-
ferent bacons from around the world and strange but 
scintillating bacon stories from Ari, songs (seriously), 
as well as the inside scoop about the writing and design 
of the book, and other secret stuff.  Sign up soon since 
space is limited! 

Reservations at 734.663.3400 
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Peacock cooks his famous fried chicken in bacon fat. Food 
writer Francine Maroukian calls fat from really good bacon 
“a secret weapon in the kitchen. Just a few tablespoons will 
lend its smoky depth and salty twist to anything you cook.” 
Gives me mental images of little bacon-tipped missiles fired 
out of under-counter silos toward stovetops all over the 
country. Which I guess would require Weight Watchers World 
Headquarters to respond with some sort of ABBM (Anti-Bacon  
Ballistic Missile).

5. Big flavor return for a small investment
As with olive oil, the flavor bacon brings to the table far 
exceeds its volumetric contribution. In other words, when 
you look at the ingredients for a recipe you’ll rarely see either 
olive oil or bacon called for in particularly large quantity. But 
when you use them well, each makes an enormous difference 
in the flavor of the finished dish. Make the recipe for Meg 
Noori’s macaroni with bacon fat, which you’ll find at the end 
of the book, for example, and you’ll see what I mean. Literally 
an ounce or so of bacon can make up half the flavor of a fan-
tastic, easy-to-prepare dish.

In this sense I’ve become a bigger and bigger believer that 
bacon’s biggest value in the kitchen isn’t in its obvious uses, 
sliced for breakfast or BLTs (though those are great, too), but 
rather when it’s chopped or diced and used as a seasoning. A 
bit of bacon goes a long way with long-cooked vegetables, just 
as olive oil does in Greek cuisine. Through slow-cooking the 
fat is absorbed into the produce, leaving a rich, full-flavored 
vegetable dish.

6. Year-round cooking
It’s become much more commonplace in recent years to eat 
fresh foods when they’re in season. But, while the flavor of 
both oil and bacon will vary a little from one time of the year 
to another (oil more so than bacon), both are really anything 
but seasonal. Each certainly has a season in which they were 
traditionally produced, but both were “designed” for rela-
tively long storage and year-round use. And because both have 
long shelf lives they’ve become staples that cooks count on in 
all seasons, and in good economic times or bad.

7. Everyone eats it
Unlike some foods, which are eaten—or, were eaten at one 
time—only by particular social classes, both bacon and olive 
oil seem to be universally loved. While the wealthy may have 
had more of either, neither was 
ever produced only for 
rich people. Other than 
the obvious exception of 
observant Jews, Muslims 
and vegetarians, bacon is 
big with everyone—urban and 
rural, black and white, old and 
young. While they haven’t added 
it as a question to the census yet, 
statistics indicate that over 
half of American households 
have bacon on hand at all 
times!

8. Different bacons for different dishes
Just as one would want to select an appropriate olive oil to use 
in a particular recipe (say, a big green oil with meat versus a 
soft elegant one for delicate fish), so, too, would I want to have 
more than one bacon on hand for cooking. Different dishes 
demand different levels of flavor intensity and smoke, and I 
want to be able to choose my bacon accordingly. In fact, this 
is one of my big pushes for the next few years: to get folks to 
move past thinking simply that they “like bacon,” to realizing 
that pairing the right bacon with the right application makes 
for even better eating. In fact, the more you love bacon, the 
more you owe it to your bacon-loving self to explore the 
various flavors and contributions that different varieties can 
make to your cooking and eating pleasure.

9. Religion and politics
One place where I sort of struggled with testing the veracity of 
this “bacon as olive oil” theory was regarding the role that olive 
oil has in the spiritual history of the Mediterranean. Bacon just 
doesn’t really play the kind of part in American religion that 
olives and olive oil do there. (Just as one example, “Christ” 
comes from the word “chrism,” which means “to be anointed” 
in Greek, and the monarchs of Europe were anointed with 
olive oil.) But then I came upon this quote from Joseph R. 

Conlin, who wrote about 
the Gold Rush-era West 
in Bacon, Beans and 
Galantines: “Then as now, 
most Americans probably 
preferred a good beef-
steak on the table to any 
other viand. But pork was 
president of the Republic.” 
It immediately struck me 
that I had been looking 
for the analogy in the 
wrong place. Politics is the 
true American religion. 
So whereas in Athens and 

Rome olive oil was connected to the gods, bacon in America 
took on the role of a duly-elected officer of state. As a writer 
in the nineteenth-century Godey’s Lady’s Book puts it: “The 
United States of America might properly be called the great 
Hog-eating Confederacy, or the Republic of Porkdom.”

Maybe we should drop the bald eagle and replace it with a 
hog? Or maybe it’s time to move past a “chicken in every pot” 
to “bacon in every skillet!”

10. The Tree Connection
There is actually a tenth way that olive oil and bacon are 
comparable. It’s the tree connection. This was the toughest of 
the ten things on this list to work out. I mean, olives clearly 
grow on trees, but even city kids know that pigs don’t. Or do 
they? One day I realized that there was a tree connection to 
be made! 

The story goes like this: back in the eighteenth century 
somewhere out west a group of American cavalry soldiers 
were lost in the wilderness. They were starving, no food for 
days. As they approached a small hill they happened on an 
old Jewish man resting in the shade. Barely able to walk, the 
soldiers straggled up to him and asked, desperately, if he knew 
where they could find something to eat. “Vell,” he said, “I hoyd 
there vas a bacon tree up on the other side of the hill. But I’m 
not supposed to send you there.” The soldiers got excited. A 
bacon tree? Just over the hill? What could be better? Despite 
the old man’s warnings they set off over the hill, where they 
were immediately attacked by a group of bandits. All the sol-
diers were killed except for the captain, who crawled back to 
where the old man was sitting. “Oy vey, vat happened?” the 
old man asked. The captain gasped out his story. “Why didn’t 
you warn us?” he wailed. “Vait a minute,” said the Jewish fel-
low. He reached into his pocket, pulled out his Yiddish-English 
dictionary and started flipping through the pages. Suddenly he 
stopped and slapped his head. “Oy!” he said, “I feel terrible! It 
vasn’t a ‘bacon tree.’ It vaz a ‘ham-bush!’”

Now, with the publication of our new Guide to Better Bacon, we figured it was time to turn that vision 
into reality. No, we won’t be setting bonfires on Detroit Street for bacon roasting but we are working 
hard to make Zingerman’s the Bacon Capital of the Midwest, to source the best bacons we can get from 
all across the U.S., to figure out ever-more-flavorful ways to get great bacon in our everyday dishes. 
There’s no denying that bacon is huge right now. It’s in the headlines of major newspapers, there are 
blogs devoted entirely to bacon. But, part of why I wrote the book was to get behind the hype and  
really figure out what makes great bacon great and where it fits in American culinary history. Here are 
a few things I learned along the way.

BAkin' wIth BacoN 
ClASs jusT adDed

We'll be using the power of bacon to flavor a few baked 
goods in honor of the release of Zingerman's Guide to 
Better Bacon. We're still working on the recipes, but we 
will definitely use at least one recipe from the book. UYou 
take home everything you bake in class!

Friday, August 7th, 1-5 PM, $125
Register at bakewithzing.com

Special bonus package, for this 2009 season only!

More recipes, cute cards and assorted 

other stuff for cool campers.

 DRY CURED FOR 

TWO WEEKS, THEN 

SMOKED OVER OAK 

AT  ZINGERMAN’S 

ROADHOUSE FOR 

OVER 8 HOURS!
Available only at Zingerman's Deli, Roadhouse, Bakehouse, Creamery and 
from zingermans.com and zingermanspress.com, this edition is signed by  
Ari Weinzweig and comes with the Camp Bacon welcome packet that 
features bonus recipes, Zingerman's illustrated postcards, and a more 
AT NO EXTRA COST. Pick up a copy for yourself and don't forget your 
bacon-lovin' friends! 
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Nueske's Applewood-smoked Bacon  
from Wisconsin
Take it from the late and very great R. W. Apple of the New 
York Times: Nueske’s is “the beluga of bacon, the Rolls-Royce of 
rashers.” Its flavor is meaty, 
subtly sweet (I think as much 
from the applewood as from 
the sugar in the cure), mod-
erately smoky and so good 
that we’ve been cooking it 
every single morning at the 
Deli for over 27 years.

Tanya Nueske, granddaugh-
ter of the founder, Robert 
Nueske, is as passionate 
about her product as you can 
get. She’s also a poster child 
for the benefits of a bacon-
based existence: she’s in 
her mid-thirties (“older 
than I look and younger 
than I feel”), lively, lovely, 
eats bacon all the time but 
stays in good shape. And even though she’s been around 
applewood-smoked bacon her entire life, she still loves to talk 
about it, sell it and eat it. “I eat bacon so much,” she told me. 
“I eat it plain all the time. We used to do some toasted buns 
with olives, sautéed onions, bacon and cheese and sour cream. 
You put them under the broiler—it’s so good. We also take our 
hot dogs, and we split them down the middle and add cheddar 
cheese and a pickle and wrap the whole thing in bacon and run 
it under the broiler.” (You’ll find a recipe for these “Wittenberg 
Splits” in the Recipes section of the book). “Basically,” she added, 
stating the by-now obvious, “we use bacon with everything!”

If Tanya’s bacon wasn’t so darned good, her bubbliness could 
seem silly. Instead, it comes across as what it is—a sincere 
love for her product. “What we do is a very old tradition,” she 
told me. “My grandfather started up selling the bacon in 1933. 
He started out smoking over applewood. And he had a way of 
doing it and a style that came from his grandparents.” Robert’s 
grandparents (Tanya’s great-great-grandparents), Wilhelm and 
Wilhelmina Nueske, came to Wisconsin from Prussia in 1882, 
exactly 100 years before we opened the Deli.

Given what I’ve already said about the importance of raw mate-
rials, it’s no surprise that bacon this good starts with special 
pork. Nueske’s favors high-quality hogs, which they crossbreed 
with Pietrain pigs for the latter’s excellent lean-to-fat ratio. The 
Pietrain is an old breed with shortish legs and a white hide with 
biggish black spots. They’re named for the Belgian village in 
which the breed was apparently discovered centuries ago. “We 
work with a private supplier who raises their own hogs on fam-
ily farms,” Tanya says. “They transport, slaughter, process and 
ship via their own trucks. Also, they grow their own feed and 
use sustainable practices in farming while humanely raising the 
animals. What the hogs are fed plays a huge part in flavor and 
quality. We do a feed that’s mostly a wheat and corn mixture. 
We’ve been working with our suppliers for well over 25 years. 
And we still hand-trim everything.”

The Nueskes cure fresh slabs of bacon in brine, hang 
them to dry for a day or so, and then smoke them for  
at least another day. “When you smoke slowly over genuine 
applewood embers for a full 24 hours, the sweetness of the 
smoke really has a chance to permeate each cut of meat and 
impart our signature flavor,” she says. They approach the 
smoking process as a craft. “We design our smokehouses 
ourselves and have them built for us,” she explains. “The 
smoking is all hand controlled by the smokemaster but it’s 
still a very artisan thing.” She laughs, “The smokehouses 
are like children. The smokemaster will tell you that each 
smokehouse is different. And we still use actual applewood 
logs. People should know that ‘applewood smoke’ can mean 
almost anything these days—apple juice, apple smoke flavoring,  
liquid smoke . . . . But we only use real logs of Wisconsin apple-
wood.”

Over all these years Nueske’s has remained one of the most 
popular foods we sell anywhere in our organization. Its flavor 
is on the mellower side: the soft sweetness from the applewood 
seems to amplify the natural sweetness in that high-quality 

pork the family goes to such lengths to source. We serve lots 
of Nueske’s at the Deli, and lots more to folks who cook it in 
their own kitchens. If you visit you can try it on any number 
of Zingerman’s sandwiches, in the greens at the Roadhouse or 
the Peppered Bacon Farm Bread from the Bakehouse. It’s also 
become a big hit on what we call the 24-7 Burger: the bacon, 
smoked for 24 hours, laid across a couple of slices of seven-
year-old Wisconsin cheddar, which in turn have been melted 
over a burger freshly ground from Niman Ranch beef.

Arkansas Peppered Bacon  
and Bacon with Long Pepper
One of my long-time favorites, this special pepper-coated 
bacon is cured and smoked in the foothills of the Ozarks. 
Like the Nueskes, the family’s origins are in Germany: Felix 
Schlosser came over in 1922 and found Little Rock enough to his 
liking that he decided to stay in the area. He ended up opening 
a meat market in the small 
town of Morrilton, about 
50 miles northwest of the 
state capital. His family is 
still using his recipes. Like 
Nueske’s, they start with 
a wet cure—the trimmed 
bellies go into a brine of 
water seasoned with salt, 
sugar and spices (the exact 
proportions are still a fam-
ily secret) for four or five 
days. After a drying peri-
od that allows the smoke 
to penetrate properly (all 
good bacon makers do this) 
the slabs are smoked over 
hickory for just under 24 hours, then rolled in brown sugar and 
hand-rubbed with cracked black pepper.

Part of what I love about this bacon is that it’s less sweet but 
still nicely spicy and very meaty—so meaty in fact that it’s 
not my bacon of choice when I’m rendering fat or using the 
bacon as an ingredient in another dish. (I’d class that as a good 
problem, but if you’re using it in recipes you might want to 
plan ahead by buying a bit more or having a little extra fat on 
hand.) It is darned good stuff, though. As Rick Strutz, one of our 
managing partners at the Deli, said while eating it on a pimento 
cheese sandwich, “Damn, I could eat this bacon all day!”

The peppered bacon is pretty much excellent on everything 
from burgers (especially with a well-aged cheddar, or the just-
mentioned pimento cheese) to egg dishes. One really great way 
to use it is in the braised bacon recipe from Molly Stevens’ 
award-winning book, All about Braising. Molly learned the dish 
while working with Judy Rodgers at Zuni Café in San Francisco. 
The recipe is far too involved to recount here, but basically it 
calls for a nice slow braise of a large chunk of bacon with veg-
etables in broth. What comes out of the pot then becomes the 
basis for an American version of pasta carbonara. The braising 
enriches the flavor of the bacon in a big way, and I really like 
the way the pepper livens up the carbonara.

While the folks in Morrilton have been making “regular” pep-
pered bacon for sixty-odd years, their long pepper version is 
something new. I first read about long pepper while studying 
up on ancient Roman recipes and histories of the spice trade, 
but I didn’t actually try it until I got some from Ben and Blair 
Ripple, who work with a series of small farms on the island of 
Bali. Like everything I’ve ever gotten from the Ripples, the long 
pepper was phenomenally flavorful. Each “pod” is composed 
of an inch or so long series of little black “peppercorns” that 
merge together into a cone as they grow. The flavor is defi-
nitely in the same family as black pepper, but with interesting 
high notes and a sweet, round fruitiness that’s really lovely. 
Where Tellicherry black pepper’s flavor is direct with nice 
winy undertones, the Balinese long pepper is more of a roller 
coaster ride of exotic flavors that play out in twists and turns 
on the palate. It makes for some very interesting, very sensual, 
very spicy eating.

In its heyday, long pepper was actually more popular with 
Roman cooks than black pepper, and sold for about three 
times the price (and remember, back then a pound of black 
pepper sometimes commanded a higher price than gold). It 
passed out of use in Europe during the Middle Ages, most likely 
because it’s moister than black pepper and hence didn’t offer 
the latter’s keeping qualities. I was surprised to find that long 
pepper showed up in recipes for sauces, vinegars and pickles 
in Colonial-era cookbooks, but its use in that context drove our 
desire to create this very tasty cured pork belly.

You can, of course, use the long pepper bacon with sandwiches 
and eggs. But because of its more interesting, complex fin-
ish, I really like it with sweet ingredients: it’s nice with citrus, 
or sprinkled over an autumn salad of apples, toasted nuts 
and very good lettuces. It’s also great chopped and liberally 
sprinkled over a warm poached egg atop a salad of fresh frisée. 
To add an extra dimension, you can also try any of these same 
dishes topped with a bit of orange-olive oil (i.e., an oil for 
which the olives and oranges have been pressed together, not 
a lower-end version where orange oil has been added after the 
pressing has already taken place).

Edwards’ Bacon from Virginia 

The story of Edwards’ country ham and bacon is so storybook 
it seems too good to be true, but true it is, so why not tell it? 
The Edwards family has been curing pork products in Surry, 
Virginia, for over a hundred years, and best I can tell they’ve 
been doing it darned well for pretty much that whole time. If 
a sense of history matters to making high-quality, true-to-its-
roots food, then the Edwards have a big advantage. Some of 
the very first hogs in the colonies landed at Hog Island, just 
across the river from Surry, in the early seventeenth century. 
The island’s watery boundaries made it easy to keep the hogs 
from wandering away.

The family’s history with pork began in 1925, when Sam 
Edwards’ grandfather started serving passengers his homemade 
ham sandwiches while captaining the ferryboat his father had 
started on the cross-river route between Surry and Jamestown 
Island. True to the history of Hog Island, the boat was named 
after Captain John Smith, who first claimed the island for the 
British Crown. Interestingly, the Edwards family recently found 
the wheelhouse from that original ferryboat down at the end 
of a private pier on the Elizabeth River, a tributary of the James 
River about 45 minutes upstream from Surry. It was no small 
thing to get the boat back home, but the historically minded 
Edwards felt it was worth the trouble. “We had to float it off the 
pier, cut it in half and truck it in from a Norfolk marina,” Sam 
recalls. The ham that Sam’s grandfather served on that ferry 
was cured just as he’d learned to do on the family farm. He 
gained such acclaim for his sandwiches that in 1926 he started 
a business to sell whole hams. Bacon and sausage followed 
soon after.

Welcome to Camp Bacon (cont.)

A once-in-a-lifetime chance to meet one of the country's leading artisanal 
bacon curers and support the preservation of Southern Foodways

July 28 • 7pm • $75 (proceeds support the Southern Foodways Alliance!)
Sam Edwards from Surry, VA will be join Ari to celebrate the publication of Zingerman's Guide to Better Bacon and 

share stories from over 80 years of hog curing. Sam recently shared his bacon wisdom for a feature story in the New 
York Times who called his hams "so flavorful that an ounce will give you 10 mouth-filling bites, without throwing your 
diet or budget out of whack. They’re worth every milligram and dime." Ari will sign copies of his new book and we'll 

enjoy dishes featuring the best bacons we can find. All of it benefits the Southern Foodways Alliance which docu-
ments, studies, and celebrates the diverse food cultures of the changing American South. In the Atlantic Monthly, 

Corby Kummer dubbed the SFA “this country’s most intellectually engaged (and probably most engaging) food society." 

Meet Sam Edwards!
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Here at Zingerman's News, we asked a few food-lovin' folks 
consider two key ingredients in the perfect breakfast: Bacon 
and coffee. Ari sat down with Allen Leibowitz, roastmaster at 
Zingerman's Coffee Co., and Grace Singleton, managing part-
ner at Zingerman's Delicatessen to taste a few of our terrific 
roasts along with our favorite bacons. (I know, I know. It's a 
tough job but…) Grace took the notes and reported back to 
us so we can share a few tips for your next morning meal!

FromGrace'snotebook:

Zingerman's Delicatessen, Friday June 5, 10 am

"We tasted four coffees. Allen brought beans & brewed them 
in a pour-over filter style pot. We sampled Brazilian peab-
erry, Guatemalan, Ethiopian sidamo and Sumatran. From the 
Deli kitchen, we cooked up 5 bacons: Nueske's applewood 
smoked, Broadbent's, Edward's Virginia Bacon, Arkansas 
peppered and Hungarian smoked [all featured in Zingerman's 
Guide to Better Bacon! —ed.]

Our top picks for flavor combinations were the following, 
but know that none of them were bad—bacon goes great with 
coffee and all of the coffees and bacons were tasting great 
on their own."

With all that back-
ground it’s no shock 
I suppose that Sam 
Edwards still makes 
some seriously good 
bacon and ham eighty-
plus years down the 
road (or maybe I should 
say, “down the river”?). 
The curing and smok-
ing is still done pretty 
much the way his grand-
father and father did it 
in their time. (Actually, 
Sam’s dad still stops in a 
couple of times a week 
to make sure Sam hasn’t 
strayed from the porky 

path.) “I’ve been making bacon, ham, and sausage since I was  
13 and full-time since the late Seventies,” he told me. While 
it’s a subject for another essay, I’m also a big fan of their 
traditional (labeled as “Wigwam”) country hams and their 
sage-seasoned breakfast sausage. But since today’s topic is 
bacon I’ll stick to cured pork belly.

Like most of the producers I discuss in this book, Sam 
Edwards is making country-cured bacon the way it has been 
done for centuries. “We start with fresh pork belly that 
has the right lean-to-fat ratio,” Sam told me. “Ninety-nine 
percent of bacon today, water is the first ingredient. But we 
dry cure. We literally rub it with salt and sugar. We leave the 
bacon in the salt and sugar for seven to 10 days. Then we 
rub it off and smoke the bellies for about 18 to 24 hours over 
green hickory to get the color and flavor we want.” The best 
bacons aren’t ready the moment they’re taken out of the 
smoker. “Part of the process that folks forget about is to let 
it hang for at least a week or so afterwards, to let it temper 
up right,” Sam said. “It loses a little more moisture and takes 
on a better flavor, I think.”

Having dealt with a lot of multi-generational family food 
businesses over the years, I wouldn’t have been at all 
shocked to find that someone in Sam’s third-generation 
position was passively disinterested in the family busi-
ness, or that he was abandoning time-honored tradition 
for business school “solutions” like rapid sales growth in 
the middle of the cured meat market. Or, alternatively, that 
he was rigidly unwilling to alter anything at all, for fear of 
losing a longstanding clientele. Happily, Sam seems to have 
achieved the same sort of balance in his business approach 
that cooks enjoy in his bacon. He is continually experiment-
ing and innovating in the interest of producing ever-better 
pork, but always while staying true to the Surry roots of his 
grandfather’s and his father’s work. Sam still dry-cures all of 
his bacon, for example. But he also recently started reintro-
ducing the old tradition of peanut-finishing his hogs. He has 
also started buying pork from old breeds like the Berkshire. 
Most recently, he has started testing pork from pigs that 
have been finished on plums at the end of the season. By the 
time you read this, it’s safe to say he’ll have tested ten other 
things too, knowing that they won’t all work but that one or 
two small innovations (or more often “restorations”) will 
help make for better-tasting bacon.

The flavor of Edwards’ bacon is sweet and smoky at the same 
time, terrific for eating as is on sandwiches, or for flavor-

ing anything from Hoppin’ John to cornbread to seafood 
stew. For reasons that I can’t really explain this is also the 
bacon I like best with eggs. It’s definitely a bacon for bigger-
flavored dishes. Although Sam prefers it cooked on the soft 
side, I prefer it more crisply cooked myself. It’s darned good 
chopped and tossed on a big bowl of grits (the good ones, 
like Anson Mills: I have exceedingly low patience for low-
level industrial grits), along with eggs over easy and a couple 
of slices of top-notch toast. And speaking of toast, Edwards’ 
is equally great on a toasted fried-egg sandwich.

The bottom line on the subject from the man himself? “In 
my opinion, true dry-cured bacon, made with the simplest 
ingredients, makes the best end product . . . and of course 
hickory smoked.”

Benton’s Bacon from Eastern Tennessee
I’ve been refraining from my usual habit of peppering my 
essays with lists, but now I’ll succumb and give you:

ThreeReallyBigReasonstoTryBenton’sBacon

1. This is Southern Foodways Alliance leader, food writer 
and exceptionally tasteful individual of great character and 
outstanding word selection John T. Edge’s favorite bacon.

2. Allan Benton is, seriously, one of the nicest people I’ve 
ever met, in the food world or out.

3. Benton’s bacon is really good—very special stuff with big, 
impossible-to-miss flavor.

John T. isn’t the only one 
who believes—Benton’s 
bacon has been written 
up in the New York Times, 
Gourmet, Saveur and prob-
ably just about every other 
major food magazine. It’s 
a favorite of acclaimed 
Momofuko chef David 
Chang. I could go on list-
ing the famous fans, but I 
won’t: suffice to say it’s a 
long and prestigious list. Of 
course, for me, it’s really 

about how the stuff tastes, not about some signup sheet 
of celebrity endorsements. So when I finally got down to 
Benton’s recently, I had the chance to ask Allan the obvious 
question: “What makes the stuff so great?” He smiled, looked 
me in the eye, and finally, in the slow, soft always-upbeat 
way that I’ve come to love about him, he said, “Well, Ari, the 
secret is that there is no secret. This is just the way bacon 
was made years ago.”

The production methods that Allan learned growing up 
are similar to what Sam Edwards and others are doing, but 
with his family’s own western Virginia mountain twist. For 
starters, Allan’s gradually moving most of his production 
to Berkshire pork, and I’d guess within a few more years 
Benton’s bacon will be produced only from the bellies of 
heirloom breeds. The freshly arrived bellies get a rubdown 
with brown sugar and salt. After a couple weeks of curing 
they’re rinsed and re-rubbed with more salt and sugar, then 
left to cure for another two weeks. Finally the bacon gets 
about 48 hours in the smoker, mostly over hickory.

The length of the cure and the long smoke time (nearly twice 
what most folks do) are clearly the biggest contributors to 
the intensity of the Benton’s flavor. This is not a bacon that 
lingers casually out on the edge of your eating. It’s a deep 
confluence of smoke, salt and sweet: none dominates, all 
are pronounced. It’s like umami all in one bacon bit. I know 
plenty of good cooks who find it too much for their taste. 
But in the same way that people who love a great glass of 
stout or porter have a hard time with lighter beers, so, too, 
are Benton’s fans reluctant to leave their longtime favorite 
off the menu.

If you get on a Benton’s BLT roll, you can try it with a corn-
meal-coated fried catfish filet or some fried green tomatoes. 
But my favorite thing is to serve it—and its fat, in all its 
smoky glory—over a bowl of hot mush made from excep-
tional Anson Mills cornmeal. While it probably sounds plain, 
that simple dish, made with two incredibly good ingredients, 
is actually amazingly delicious. I think of it as the Southern 
equivalent of eating just-cooked Martelli spaghetti tossed 
in a great Tuscan olive oil and topped with freshly grated 
Parmigiano-Reggiano and black pepper.

More ways to 
cElebrate Bacon 
at Zingerman's

NuEske's bacon +  
Guatemalan AnTigua

"The sweetness of the apple smoke seemed 

to really be highlighted with this coffee. The 

Guatemalan was just tasting fantastic and this 

combination seemed to really play off each 

other and bring out all the positives. Ari's 

favorite of the day." BroADbent's bacon 
+  

BrAziLIan PeAbErRy
"Both of these were the lightest, most deli-

cate flavored of what we tasted, and they 

worked together well. The Broadbent bacon 

has a butteriness to it and was lighter on 

the smokiness, and the peaberry seemed to 

bring out the smoke in a very pleasant way 

and the flavors of the coffee balanced well."

HunGariAn bacon  
+ BrAziLIan 
PeAbErRy

"Almost the opposite of the 

Broadbent—the Hungarian bacon is 

double smoked, but rather than over-

powering the lightest of the coffees 

we tasted, when combined together it 

seemed to enhance the frutiness of the 

peaberry. This was Allen's favorite."

EdWarDs bacon +  
EthioPIan SidAmo

"A very smooth combination with a long 

lasting finish. To me, the combination 

brought out the meaty, leathery flavors and 

the tannic aspect of this coffee was great 

with the rich fat flavors of the bacon." 

ArKansaS PepPerEd bacon + SumAtRan
"The full-bodied pairing of the day. The Sumatran's deep dark flavors stood up well to the pepper while 

still allowing the brown sugar sweetness used in the cure of this bacon to come out. This one was my 

favorite—especially when you need a bit of a jolt to wake up in the morning. This one will do it!"

CofFEe and BAcON: The BreakfAst of ChAmpions

Peppered Bacon Farm Bread 
July 1 One-day only special bake from 
Zingerman's Bakehouse. Available at the 

Bakehouse, Deli and Roadshow

Bacon Cheddar Scones July Only
All through July at Zingerman's Bakehouse,  

Deli and Roadhouse.

Tour de Bacon  July Only

Visit Zingerman's Deli, Roadhouse, Bakehouse 
and Creamery in a 24-hour period, get your Tour 

de Bacon passport signed and get a  
FREE Bacon Book t-shirt!

Bacon Punch Card at  
Zingerman's Deli

Just like our popular Bread Punch Card,  
this one gets you a free half pound of bacon 

after 10 half-pound purchases!
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Mozzarella Marks Modern Eating Era
There are certainly dates in history that stand out as singularly 
historically significant—the 4th of July is “in season” as we speak. 
But . . . I’d say that most history happens in rather covert ways; 
people fixate on the fantastic, but the really interesting part of 
the story often happens in the background. It’s quiet and hardly 
anyone really knows it’s happening. Later of course, everyone 
points to the retrospectively identified "big event" and analysts 
set to work to identify the story that led to the big event. 

In that vein I had really no clue in the moment how monumental 
that change was going to be for me when I made the move from 
boxed Kraft macaroni and cheese and Hostess Twinkies to work-
ing in the food world. It was mostly luck—I started working in a 
restaurant because one of my college roommates was a waiter 
there. Most of you know the story so I don’t want to take a up a lot 
of room with it here, but my partner Paul Saginaw had just started 
as general manager, and Frank Carollo (one of our partners at 
the Bakehouse) was a line cook, and Maggie (one of the manag-
ing partners at ZingTrain) came in soon thereafter as a waitress. 
Anyways, my point is merely, in hindsight, the move was huge, but 
at the moment it was mostly just a way to make enough money 
to pay rent and not have to move back home. Thirty years later, 
the macaroni and cheese I eat is made with Martelli pasta and 
hand-made raw milk cheese, and if I eat pound cake (which is, 
truthfully what I think Twinkies were taken from, bless their little 
cello-wrapped souls), it is made with real butter and it comes 
from the Bakehouse. 

Although my own job choice was a singular, almost random thing, 
it’s pretty clear when you look back that I wasn't the only one 
who was radically altering his eating routines in that era. With the 
benefit of historical hindsight, I can very quickly and confidently 
tell you what you also probably already know—we’ve come 
amazingly far with our food in this country in the last twenty-
something years. 

I guess we could start both stories (my own and that of the food 
renaissance in this country) in the middle of the 20th century. I 
was born in 1956, smack in the middle of a pretty unpleasant era 
for American eating. The country was moving to ever more fast 
food, prepacked stuff and food coming from far, far away. The 
drive for lower costs, better consistency, and the scientifica-
tion and industrialization of pretty much everything (manage-
ment systems and organizational work around the relationship 
between “management” and “labor” had much the same problem 
but that’s another article) took hold. Not that science and effi-
ciency are inherently evil things in and of themselves; both can, 

and have obviously have, contributed very positively to our lives 
in many, many ways. Back then though, the problem is that most 
of what they contributed to the food world came at the expense 
of flavor. 

There are a thousand examples of where things went awry. Some 
are incredibly sad—loss of family farms, steady disappearance 
of wild stocks of seafood, strangely unhealthy school lunch pro-
grams, super-sizing and all that other stuff we’re all too familiar 
with. Others examples are, by now, just sort of silly: I grew up 
thinking Tang was pretty much the same as orange juice, Space 
Sticks were a very special snack (eat like an astronaut, baby) 
and Pop Tarts pulled from the box were one our top choices for 
breakfast pastry (cinnamon frosted were my favorite). 

Somewhere back in the 70s the American culinary tide started 
to turn. I doubt anyone would have told you this at the time, but 
something very significant was starting in those days. Like I said, 
history books tend to mark things with singular events, but more 
often than not it’s actually a bunch of small ones that happen in 
relative isolation and add up to the “obvious” trend twenty-five 
years later. Chez Panisse had popped up in Berkeley all the way 
back in 1971—more power to Alice Waters for being willing to take 
a stand for cooking with great ingredients long before any other 
restaurant I know about had put such significant emphasis on it. A 
few years later, Bill Niman began selling his naturally raised beef 
from his Point Reyes ranch north of San Francisco. One of his first 
customers was . . . Chez Panisse. Back in the Midwest Justin Rashid 
founded American Spoon Foods up in Petoskey in 1981, foraging 
for wild berries, tree ripened stem fruit and other hard to find 
specialties and turning then into jams and jellies. That same 
year, right here in town, Monique Deschaines started producing 
hand made egg pasta at Al Dente. Tom Isaia began roasting coffee 
locally in 1982, the same year we started up the Deli. Looking at 
things more widely, Neal’s Yard Dairy in London had started up 
in 1979, coincidentally on the 4th of July. Forgetting food for a 
minute, down in Missouri, Springfield Remanufacturing got going 
with what we now call Open Book Finance (a subject for another 
essay but a big piece of what we do here at Zingerman’s that is, I 
think, so different from most other businesses). 

There are of course dozens of other people who were starting 
to do similar things at the same time. These are just of the ones 
I know both personally and professionally. When I list them all 
here it seems like an almost overwhelming shift. But the reality is 
other than them and those close to them—family, friends, a few 
customers, and maybe their neighbors (half of whom were proba-
bly scratching their heads with uncertainty)—hardly anyone even 
heard of these folks back then. They were just a few more crazy 

people doing something most everyone would have said couldn’t 
be done. Take note this was not a “trend” identified by some high 
powered research institute that got Alice, Bill, Justin, Randolph, 
Monique, Tom and Jack Stack to do what they did. All were, I'd 
venture to guess, driven by an internal passion for producing 
something special and not by an external reaction to “market 
opportunity.” I know that’s what got Paul and me going back 
then. Amazingly, every single one of them is still doing the same 
work now, with ever greater skill, working as hard as they’ve ever 
worked to make a difference, to make something special happen, 
to turn tomorrow into an even better world than the one they 
live in now. Of that entire list, all but Bill Niman still actually 
owns and runs the very same company they started roughly three 
decades ago. (And Bill is still doing the same work; ranching in 
traditional ways to raise better tasting beef from more humanely 
handled cows.) That they're all still going strong is a testament 
to how much people who are going for greatness are driven by 
doing the work that it takes to get there, appreciating all of it en 
route, and getting ever better at it all the time, regardless of how 
well they’ve already “proven themselves.” I think it’s safe to say 
for everyone on that list, it’s about the work and the food and the 
people and the chance to continue to make a positive difference. 
I know it is for me! And for us here. 

To be sure, you can't tell the story of food in this country over 
the last thirty years without telling the stories of these people. 
But, what about the food? How does a society start to change 
the way we look at the “things” in our lives. Getting back to my 
earlier point about big events and the quieter moments that lead 
up to the revolution—the "thing" I'm thinking of right now is moz-
zarella. Today, fresh, flavorful mozzarella is something we all get 
excited about and maybe even take for granted, especially when 
tomatoes are in season, but think back a few years and you real-
ize it wasn't always that way. One "quiet moment" I'm thinking of 
was in 1982 which is when Paula Lambert, one of the pioneers of 
artisan cheesemaking in America started the Mozzarella Company 
down in Dallas. Paula's is a great story. She came back from 
spending time in Italy, and one of the things she missed most was 
fresh mozzarella. Not only couldn’t she find it in her native Dallas, 
“ . . . no one even knew what it was.” She started making a tiny 
amount—maybe 100 pounds a week. Note that like all the others 
on this late seventies, early eighties, tide-turning list of “trendset-
ters,” Paula is still at it, 27 years later, working hard to make ever 
better cheese, grow her company and contribute positively to the 
community of which she’s so much a part (if you go to Dallas, visit 
her little shop in the Deep Ellum neighborhood.) 

A few years before Paula pulled her first fresh mozzarella from 
the vat—1979 to be specific—another key moment in the American 
food revolution occurred when Errico Aurrichio moved his 
family here from Italy to start making Italian-style cheeses in 
the unlikely town of Denmark, Wisconsin, up near Green Bay. 
While he’s hardly the only one who’s contributed, Errico, like 
the folks I’ve listed above, was way out front of what hindsight 
has deemed the turning of the tide on the American table. One 
difference though is that most of us were already living where 
we started our work. Errico made quite a move, one that I can 
personally hardly even conceive of. He moved from his family’s 
home near Naples to Wisconsin. Clearly the climate was a lot 
different. Sun to snow and cold hard winters is no small thing. 
Forget the weather. Imagine being in a family that’s produced 
artisan food since 1877, meaning that you’ve eaten exceptionally 
well your entire existence. And then one day the family sends 
you off to the wilds of northern Wisconsin to open a new cheese 
plant. Scary, I’d say. Probably akin to moving from Paris, France to 
Paris, Texas, or Rome, Italy to Rome, NY. As Errico says, chuckling 
now and having successfully survived, and since thrived, in his 
new home town, “When we came there was almost no specialty 
cheese in the United States.” His still strongly Italian-accented 
but fluent English makes me smile every time I listen to him tell 

Italian Street Fair 
Saturday and Sunday  

August 15th and 16th, 11am to 3pm
Every August the Big Flag goes up and the Deli patio 

is transformed into Christopher Street for our annual 
Italian Street Food Fest—Piazza Zingermanza!  We 

keep it simple—enjoy our Parmigiano Reggiano cutting 
and fresh mozzarella making demonstrations, shoot 
the breeze, chow down on great cheese, ham and oil 
and polish it off with an affogato or cup of Creamery 

Gelato. What’s a ‘Mook’? Come on down, we’ll tell you.

The Secret History of Mozzarella
“A man who loves good food has a way of making it gravitate toward his kitchen.” ~Angelo Pellegrini  ‘The Unprejudiced Palate’ 

the bEsT Way to eaT 
FrESh MOZzArelLa???

How about on the Ceres SAlad from the Roadhouse? 
Heirloom tomatoes and basil from Cornman Farms with 
fresh mozzarella from the Roadhouse in a beautiful, golden 
pool of Pasolivo Olive Oil from Joeli Yaguda in California 
topped with a bit of sea salt and tellicherry pepper. 
Perfectly simple, totally delicious and served as soon as the 
tomatoes ripen up on the farm. 

More Mozzarella Specials  
at the Creamery Cheese Shop  

on Plaza Drive
Burrata:  Lay burrata on a bed of greens, sprinkle a little gray 

salt and freshly cracked pepper, drizzle with a nice olive oil, and 
eat away with some crusty Bakehouse Paesano.  Available on 

Saturdays in July or special order.

Harissarella:  We whip up a tasty mixture of the Mahjoub fam-
ily’s harissa and olive oil and allow some of our fresh mozzarella 

marinate in it overnight.  The end result is a creamy, slightly 
spicy and full flavored cheese that is guaranteed to invoke im-

ages of a warm Tunisian night.  Available every day.

Mozzarella & Prosciutto Roll:  Great Prosciutto Di Parma 
from Italy rolled with our freshly-made mozzrella. Perfect to 

snack on by itself or as an ingredient in a sandwich, sliced on 
crackers, or melted on top of mac & cheese. Available every day 

in July or by special order.
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his stories. “You can imagine. . . . I couldn’t find any olive oil or 
pasta in Green Bay.” 

Angelo Pellegrini wrote The Unprejudiced Palate back in 1948. 
It’s one of my favorite food books ever. It gives a great sense of 
the times, what it was like to be an Italian living in mid-century 
America, the contrast of what Italian eating was like versus what 
Americans were eating. Back then—just a few years before my 
parents got married—hardly any Americans really even knew 
what mozzarella was other than those who lived in urban areas 
where there were large Italian communities. In places like New 
York City, New Jersey, Philadelphia, and San Francisco, fresh 
mozzarella had been handmade ever since large numbers of 
immigrants arrived from Italy at the turn of the 20th century. 
Since the traditional Neapolitan water buffalo milk wasn’t avail-
able, people had long since switched to cow’s milk. Places like 
Joe’s Dairy and Alleva Dairy in New York City are still at it today; 
great (by my standards) little shops that were known only to 
their own community and to a few very savvy food-oriented 
outsiders. Older Italian Americans I know still tell stories of 
going shopping with their parents and grandparents to pick up 
freshly made balls of mozzarella to take home to eat and enjoy. 
Milky, mild, delicate, delicious. Many of these shops are still 

making their cheese by hand and selling loads of it today. 

For the rest of us, mozzarella was much more mundane. Pizza 
is what made the name mozzarella—and the rubbery American 
factory version thereof—famous. And that dates to the middle 
of the 20th century. While pizza in the U.S. dates back over a 
hundred years to early Italian immigrant-run pizza parlors, 
especially on the Jersey shore and the East Coast, most people 
in this country only started to hear of and have a chance to eat 
pizza in, at best, the ‘50s and more likely the ‘60s and ‘70s. 

Ed Levine, one of the country’s most interesting food writers, 
has written extensively about this in his highly recommended 
A Slice of Heaven: A History of Pizza in America. You might well 
have heard the story—it’s a classic of modern American food 
history. Soldiers coming back from WWII brought their taste for 
Italian food back to the U.S. The first pizzerias likely either made 
their own mozzarella or bought it from local suppliers. Most of 
the other ingredients were made in-house as well. You can mark 
the end of that hand made mode and the fresh mozzarella with 
four key dates in the late fifties. Pizza Hut put out its first store 
in Wichita in 1958. Little Cesar’s started up in Michigan in 1959. 
Right here in town, Tom Monaghan got Domino’s going in 1960. 

Note that all three of these “pizza pioneers” were Midwestern in 
origin, none in spots that had particularly big Italian communi-
ties, let alone a mess of mozzarella makers. I’m not really cutting 
on the people or the work that went into making those compa-
nies what they were. It's too easy to cast them as corporate food 
villains, when in truth I’m sure all stared with good intentions. 
I don’t know much about Pizza Hut’s history (yet) but I know 
that Mr. Illitch and Mr. Monaghan have done big things to create 
jobs and community and contributed very positively to many 
people’s lives. And I give them a lot of credit for that. While it’s 
easy to dismiss fast food pizza as industrial main stream today, 
the truth is that what they did back in their day very much what 
Harvard Business Review today would be banner-headlining as 
hugely “innovative.” 

So, too, clearly were all the other people I’ve written about 
above. But taking from Ed Levine’s history work, these now 
super successful pizza franchises were founded to fulfill busi-
ness plans, not food passions. Pizza was a way to make money, 
not to create positive food culture and live your culinary pas-
sion. Not saying that’s a terrible thing—it’s just a different way to 
work than what you’d have gotten, and still will get, from Alice 
Waters or Justin Rashid. The key was to create a product that 
would register with the pocketbook, not so much the culinary 
soul. Not surprisingly the way mozzarella was made shifted from 
a fresh, short shelf life product to a long lived, rather rubbery 
textured ‘cheese’ that was made for quick shredding and consis-
tent melting. It’s really not even remotely like the ‘real thing’. 
But it’s most definitely what I knew when I grew up. 

Mid-Century Mozzarella
I think it’s pretty safe to say that mozzarella was pretty much 
a complete non-entity here in the Midwest up until that era of 
pizza proliferation. Ann Arbor Cook Books 1899-1959 is a col-
lection of ten different Ann Arbor cookbooks published over 
that 60 year period with a total of about a thousand pages and 
probably 3000 recipes. There are (to me) an amazing amount 
of oyster recipes, lots more for meat dishes (“Steak  For Men 
Only  A la Lizenberg" caught my eye: Steak dinner for four men 
with Mushroom Timbals, Green Salad and Red Salad dressed 
with a heavily paprikified vinaigrette). There are recipes for 
a number of Italian-American dishes including spaghetti with 
sausage (which calls for “Polish bologna the size of weenies"). 
Coincidentally, the book concludes in the same year that the 
above-mentioned pizza powers to be were putting out their first 
financial feelers. And, interestingly, in all those thousands of 
recipes I can’t find a single mention of mozzarella. 

Even when we opened back in ‘82 it’s safe to say that when most 
any American thought of mozzarella they imagined the kind 
of rather dried out rubbery stuff that gets shredded onto one 
of those chain-produced pizzas. I don’t have formal data, but I 
feel fairly good about guessing that the only people who knew 
mozzarella to be more than that back then were, a) Americans 
who’d actually been to Italy and paid close attention to eating 
traditional foods and b) Italian Americans from the core immi-
grant communities. 

On a personal level I can still remember my shock twenty years 
ago at learning that the stuff I’d always been told was mozzarel-
la, basically, wasn’t. I’d already been cooking for a living when 
I went to Italy for the first time—somewhere in the mid-80s if 
I remember right—and saw these soft white balls of what they 
were calling mozzarella floating in milky liquid. I really didn’t 
know what to make of it. But it only took one trip to realize that 
the cheese I’d grown up with, the one we’d shred up to toss onto 
pizzas (or one of my childhood favorites, English Muffin pizzas), 
had little to do with what the Italians called “mozzarella.“ 

Mozzarella in Italy is a cheese that you eat within a day or so 
of manufacture. When you cut it the cheese should ooze milky 
white liquid. Eat it drizzled with the best olive oil, then sprinkled 
with little more than sea salt, and freshly ground black pepper 
and laid next to roasted peppers or of course really good toma-
toes from the market. 

Headed to Italy? Make a Bee-line for Buffalo 
No, they don’t have bison out on the Italian range. But they do 
have significant numbers of water buffalo, and, although most 
Americans aren’t aware of it, the original mozzarella is actually 
made from water buffalo milk. Because the soil in the area is too 
dry to provide proper feed for cattle. Not to be confused with 
the buffalo that used to roam the Great Plains (which are actu-
ally bison), water buffalo were introduced into Italy from India 
in the 7th century and served as the primary beast of burden 
and milking mammal in the area for most of the modern era. 
The animals were a good match for the region’s high humidity 
and fairly warm climate. Like many mammals they give very 
good, very rich milk that’s optimal for making traditional moz-
zarella. Buffalo milk mozzarella has a flavor quite distinctive 
from cow’s milk cheese, a touch earthier, less sweet than cow’s 
milk mozzarella. 

One can find it here in the states sometimes, and we’ve cer-
tainly brought it to the Deli on occasion. Fresh buffalo milk 
mozzarella, well-made and hours old is a pretty exceptionally 
delicious culinary delight. Rest assured I’ll be eating as much as 
I can when I go to Italy this summer.   

Unfortunately, we have no water buffalo in the American 
Midwest. There are a few in Vermont and in California, and there 
are folks diligently making cheese from it. I wish that I loved the 
cheese being produced as much as I love the idea of it but . . . 
I’m not in love with it so for the moment at least we’ve chosen 
to forego it here at Zingerman’s in favor of fresh cheese, made 
right here, on-site from cow’s milk. Fresher offerings will usually 
have a springier texture. As it ages it will lose some of its bounce, 
and its flavor will quickly begin to get a bit of a sour tang. The 
flavor of any mozzarella should be fresh and milky; mellow, mild, 
very delicate. Mozzarella isn’t a cheese that’s supposed to hit you 
over the head with boldness but rather one that enhances other 
flavors against its palette of mild milkiness. 

Which brings me back to the beginning; how far we’ve come 
with the food in this country, with mozzarella. What was practi-
cally unheard of fifty years ago, still barely recognized back in 
1982, is now one of the most popular cheeses we make and sell 
at the Creamery. It’s a big staple on sandwiches at the Deli. At 
the Roadhouse it’s one of the biggest selling dishes we’ve got 
when you put it out in slices with those incredibly good heir-

loom tomatoes that will start coming in from Cornman Farms 
later this summer. 

While it would be easy and understandable to take that moz-
zarella for granted, I’ve tried to keep my focus and my apprecia-
tion high; to take note every time I slice into a round, creamy 
hand made ball of it; to see each plate of sliced mozzarella and 
red and yellow sliced tomatoes (at my house, usually set against 
a nice pool of green-gold olive oil) as a bit of the sunrise that it 
looks like; to remind me of the dawning of that 70s and 80s era 
when this country turned to a new, healthier, more tradition-
ally, full-flavored culinary approach. I figure the more intently I 
hold to that appreciation, the more I remember how much more 
rewarding it is to make, sell, serve and savor that food, the more 
likely we are to stay with it, the lower the likelihood that we’ll 
ever slide back to the way it was when I grew up. Historians will 
be able to look back on the late 70s and early 80s and see the 
dawning of the “new” culinary age in which we continue to live, 
to enjoy and to eat mindfully well every day. 

I used to go to Europe looking forward to eating exceptionally 
well for a week or however long I was going to be there. While I 
still love to go and always look forward to finding unique local 
specialties—salamis we can’t import, fresh fish that doesn’t 
travel too well, fresh-from-the-vat mozzarella made from water 
buffalo milk—the truth is that I actually have access to amazingly 
good food every single day right here in Ann Arbor. By the end 
of a week overseas, I’m almost always happy now to come home 
to (this time of year) local summer greens, great bread from the 
Bakehouse, olive oils, cheeses, olives, and (this time of year) 
local produce from the Farmer’s Market. And soon, a plate of 
sliced fresh heirloom tomatoes and fresh mozzarella.

For A Taste of Summer 
try our 

Mozzarella & Roasted  
Red Pepper Sandwich!

Handmade mozzarella, Cornman Farms roasted red 

peppers and freshly picked arugula on a grilled mini 

paesano roll from Zingerman’s Bakehouse.

Fresh mOZzArelLa 
made daiLy At:

You can also get fresh Creamery  
mozzarella at the following  

farmer's markets:

3723 Plaza Drive 

2501 Jackson Rd.422 Detroit Street

Ann Arbor  
Farmer’s Market 

Kerrytown • Saturdays &  
Wednesdays  

7am-3pm

West Side  
Farmer’s Market 

2501 Jackson Rd., Ann Arbor
 Thursdays 3-7pm

Ypsilanti Downtown  
Farmer’s Market 

Corner of Michigan Ave. and Hamilton 
 Tuesdays 2-7pm

The Secret History of Mozzarella
“A man who loves good food has a way of making it gravitate toward his kitchen.” ~Angelo Pellegrini  ‘The Unprejudiced Palate’ 
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July 7th &√ Aug 4th • 5 to 6pm 
610 Phoenix Drive, Ann Arbor

Join us monthly for an open-to-the-public, no-reservation-
required cupping. Sit down with Zingerman's Coffee Company 

managing partners Allen and Steve and sample some  
new offerings, some old favorites, some experimental  

bathes and learn how to discern the subtle distinctions  
among the world's coffees.

Future tastings will happen the first  
Tuesday of each month, 5-6pm

First Tuesday Tasting
Free Every Month!

Espresso 
Blend #1 

Rates High 
with CoffeeReview.com

"Score 91: Beautifully balanced and complete"
One of the leading sites for coffee ratings and info in the U.S. re-
cently held a blind tasting of espresso blends including our Espresso 
Blend #1. If you haven't heard of coffeereview.com, it's one of the 
most respected sites in the industry for coffee buying informa-
tion. They conduct blind cuppings (fancy coffee industry word for 
comparative tasting) with some of the leading experts in the coffee 
world and report their findings on a 100-point scale, much like you 
see for wines. In May 2009, they focused on espresso blends and 
tasted offerings from over 40 roasters around the country. 

"Specialty espresso is currently in the throes of a creative explo-
sion," writes coffeereview.com editor Kenneth Davids. "I think 

of it as 'post-Italian' espresso, a 
dynamic community of baristas, 
blender/roasters and motivated 
aficionados remaking espresso as 
a global connoisseur's beverage 
with passionately contested baris-
ta competitions, non-traditional 
brewing innovations, and freshly 
conceived blend designs."

Among the 40 blends tasted, 
Zingerman's Espresso Blend #1 

placed among the first rank with a score or 91 and was labelled 
"beautifully balanced and complete." Head over to Zingerman's Del-
icatessen Next Door Café or swing by the Roadshow trailer at the 
Roadhouse at Jackson and Maple and ask the barista to pull a you 
a shot of this  great tasting espresso. Or, if you're the do-it-yourself 
sort of espresso drinker, you can buy it by the bag at the Deli or 
Roadhouse or have it shipped from zingermans.com. (Hint: it also 
makes a great cup of brewed coffee).

Breaking NEws!
Coffeereview.com gives Zingerman's Rwandan a score of 93! "Co-
cupper Jim Reynolds . . . found everything he wanted in an African 
coffee of this style—a combination of complexity, balance and deep 
dimension."

BurUndi BwayI MicRo-lOt

GuatemAla Ixil "TrApachItos"

july RoAster ’S Pick

augUST RoAster ’S Pick

Another stunning East African coffee, following on the foot-
steps  of our popular Rwandan. This coffee is complex and rich.  
A floral fragrance gives way to rich almost savory dark flavor 
with notes of vanilla and sage. A complex long finish.

This coffee is part of a 5-year on-going relationship between 
our importer, Al Liu, and the growers to produce quality cof-

fee for a better price to the growers. Al 
Liu will be visiting us in late July to talk 
about the coffee and hold a cupping. 
Check www.zingermanscoffee.com for 
details. Al is with Atlas Coffee Importers 
in Seattle and he notes that "Trapachitos 
offers a beautifully nuanced flavor, 
smokey and complex, with just the right 
amount of acidity, sweet fruit tones and 
an elegant finish."

Independence  
(from the kitchen!)  

Picnic  
Grilled free-range Amish chicken 
quarters, marinated in lime and 

ancho chili powder

Usinger’s Italian sausage with 
grilled peppers and onion served in 

a delicious Bakehouse bun

Zingerman’s own  
redskin potato salad 

Grilled vegetable salad topped with 
barrel-aged Greek feta cheese

Housemade salsa and corn chips

Zingerman’s famous  
Magic Brownies and cookies

Our own freshly squeezed lemonade 
and freshly brewed iced tea 

$27/person

Deli at Your Door 
Choose from an assortment of the 

Deli’s best sandwiches (we’ll fasten 
each with a party pick and arrange 

them in a basket)

Zingerman’s own  
redskin potato salad

Fresh fruit salad 

Crisp veggie tray with creamy  
ranch dressing and roasted red  

pepper dip

Zingerman’s Magic Brownies  
and Bakehouse cookies

Freshly squeezed lemonade  
and freshly brewed iced tea

$26/person 

Zingerman’s 
Bag Lunches

You’ve never brown-bagged it like 
this before! Perfect for a day on the 

boat or a round of golf. 

Choose your favorite Zingerman’s 
sandwich or salad, we’ll include a 
crisp pickle, Zapp’s potato chips, 

fresh fruit, and a Black Magic 
Brownie.

$17/person  

Plannin’ a summer get-together?  Lookin’ for an easy way to thrill your crowd?  Give Zingerman’s Catering a 
call!  We’ve got all the fixins to make your party a sizzlin’ success!! Perfect for groups of 10 or more.

Gets started on  
summer fun today by  
calling 734.663.3400  

or go to  
www.zingermanscatring.com 

Ortiz Spanish Vetresca Tuna
Tuna in tins, especially these from the 4th generation family firm, Ortiz, are one of the 
jewels in Spain’s culinary crown. The best cuts of the fish are filleted on the boat and 
quickly tinned in good olive oil. 

Bonito Tuna 
Bonito, or albacore tuna, is the most mellow and highly prized. It gets my vote for top 
everyday eating. A quick turn of the lid and you can serve it with salads, appetizer plat-
ters or on its own, dressed with some top-notch olive oil and a sprinkling of sea salt.

Yellowfin, aka Atun Claro, is Ari's personal favorite. Its flavor is fuller and richer than  
bonito, our most popular tinned tuna.

Zingerman's Peranzana Olive OIl
We looked long and hard for an oil to call our own, and we finally chose this one. Zing-
erman’s Olive Oil is made by Marina Colonna on her estate in the Molise, a little over 100 
miles due east of Rome. Made from hand-picked Peranzana olives pressed the same day 
they’re taken from the tree, the oil itself is hugely flavorful.

Zingerman’s Mail Order 
SuMMer Sale  
Starts July 1 Sale prices good at  Zingerman’s Mail Order only.

Call 888 636 8162 
8am-8pm ET Every Day
www.zingermans.com

Now’s the time to  
stock your pantry! 

Save big on many of our top-selling products 
through August 28, 2009. Pick up our Summer Sale 
catalog, call or visit us on the web and check out 
these amazing deals!
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Call ahead to order your special loaves from: 
Bakeshop—3711 Plaza Dr. • 761.2095

Deli—422 Detroit St. • 663.DELI
Roadshow —2501 Jackson Rd. • 663.FOOD

bread spEciAlS
Just Right For Everyday Eating!

Most of our Special Bakes are available for shipping  
at www.zingermans.com or 888.636.8162 

Traditional Ciabatta
8/14 & 8/15

A true loaf of traditional Italian Ciabatta, with chewy open crumb 
and a thin, crisp, floured crust. Ciabatta means slipper in Italian, so 
the name refers to its long oval shape.

Focaccia with Cornman Tomatoes 
& Creamery Mozzarella

8/21 & 8/22
Garlic and olive oil focaccia with local Cornman Farms tomatoes & 
Zingerman's Creamery fresh mozzarella. 

Loomis Bread  
(Creamery Cheshire and Cornman Red Peppers) 

8/28 & 8/29
Named after John Loomis, Great Lakes Cheshire creator! Tangy farm 
bread with chunks of Zingerman's Creamery Cheshire cheese and 
roasted red peppers from Cornman Farms. It's a ZCoB trifecta!

Bread of the Month 

july
Sourdough Round Loaf

$4.50
(regular $6.25)

Good Enough to Ship Back to California. Crisp, crackly crust, moist 
honeycombed interior and the trademark sour tang that will tickle 

your tongue. 

aUgust
Sesame Semolina Bread 

$4.50
(regular $6.25)

The bread to seize the imagination of sesame seed lovers 
everywhere—the entire loaf is rolled in unhulled sesame seeds. 
Golden color, great taste. Made with semolina and durum flour. 

We've found its best when toasted, grilled, or heated in the oven.

What’s Bakin’ at

Green Olive Paesano 
8/7 & 8/8

Savory green olives stuffed into our cornmeal crusted paesano 
bread. Makes an instant appetizer.

BakehousE pAStry cRew  
sWaPs SUgAR for salt!
No, it was not baker error (though we have made that mistake a couple of times over 
the years). We're creating new scrumptious savory pastries along side the sweet 
stuff we're known for. Guests are showing their excitement for these new offerings 
and Bakehouse staff are lined up for them on their lunch break.

So what are they already? We've started with four varieties for you to savor, each 
made with our hand-pulled succulent strudel dough or hand-layered buttery crois-
sant dough.

Hummingbird  
When Zingerman's Roadhouse opened we were inspired to 
introduce many old time American favorites.  
Hummingbird cake is one of them. A traditional Southern 
cake with toasted coconut, fresh bananas, toasted pecans and 
pineapple covered in cream cheese frosting. Available in 6" 
and 9" rounds. 

Summer Citrus  
A cake that's a perfect match for a hot humid Summer day in 
Ann Arbor. It's a light chiffon cake with our own orange and 
lemon curd between the layers, dressed in vanilla whipped 
cream and toasted coconut. Available in 6" and 9" rounds. 

20% OFF whole cakes-of-the-month and  slices at the Bakehouse or Deli  Next Door coffeehouse!
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The scoop from our  
passionate Pastry crew!

"Savory is a whole flavor set we really 
haven't touched on aside from the ched-
dar herb scone, so we made it part of our 
vision and here we are." —Charlie Frank, 
Bakehouse Pastry Manager

"It is exciting to be making new 
products that we enjoy creating  
and the customers really seem to love 
eating." —Nina Huey

"I like laminating the mushroom turn-
over dough with the compound butter 
of fresh thyme and porcini mushroom 
powder. When you sheet out the dough  
you can see all the thyme. It's so pretty 
and smells great!" —Melissa Lesz

Pastry Weekend  
Bake-Cation

(2 days) Price: $500

Join us for this baking getaway where 
we’ll make some of our favorite pas-
tries including scones, pies, cin-
namon rolls, croissants, angel food 
cake, pound cake and more! This two-
day version of our popular week-long 
Summer BAKE-cation also includes 

breakfast and lunch both days. 

Sat, Sep 12 & Sun, Sep 13 • 8am-5pm

BAKE! with our Wood-Fired Oven! 
In May 2009, along with 12 BAKE! students, we built an indoor 
wood-fired oven here at BAKE! Baking with wood fire is the old-
est form of baking and gives breads an incredible crust and oven 
spring. Come join us for these classes to connect with an ancient 
form of baking. It will be a very special experience.

Naturally  
Leavened Breads
(9 hours) Price: $250

Sat, Sep 5, 8am-5pm
Sat, Nov 7, 8am-5pm
Sat, Jan 30, 8am-5pm

The Power of Flour
(8 hours) Price: $250

Sat, Jul 11, 9am-5pm
Sat, Sep 26, 9am-5pm
Sat, Jan 2, 9am-5pm

Details at www.bakewithzing.com

Indian Strudel with fresh car-
rots, potatoes, onions and peas, all 
nicely spiced with mustard seed, red 
pepper flake, cumin, fennel, turmer-
ic, and asafoetida (a spice popular in 
Indian cooking made from the root 
of a parsley plant relative).

Asparagus Strudel with a sprin-
kle of real parmigiano reggiano cheese 
and a pinch of salt and pepper.

Mushroom Turnovers with fresh 
thyme, porcini mushroom powder and 
real parmigiano reggiano cheese.

Fresh Mozzarella Turnovers 
with our own basil pesto and roasted red 
bell peppers.

Servedwarm after 11:30 AM Thursday, Friday, and Saturday only at the
Bakehouse.Greatwhenpairedwithoneofourfreshmadesoups.Stopin
andaskforatasteandseewhatallthefussisabout!


